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the things I will talk about
• memes

• viral phenomena

• image macros

• Memelab

• computer simulations
“imma halp u

appreciate
the kittens”

★ kittens

★ political revolutions

★ Gangnam Style



meme



how is the word 
used?

Let’s look to the people who are using the 
term.



internet pictures?
reusing common elements



internet “meme”
just an online thing?



We need a name for the new replicator, a noun that 
conveys the idea of a unit of cultural transmission, 
or a unit of imitation. ‘Mimeme’ comes from a 
suitable Greek root, but I want a monosyllable that 
sounds a bit like ‘gene’. I hope my classicist 
friends will forgive me if I abbreviate mimeme to 
meme. If it is any consolation, it could alternatively 
be thought of as being related to ‘memory’, or to 
the French word meme. It should be pronounced to 
rhyme with ‘cream’.

Dawkins, R. (1976). The Selfish Gene. New York: Oxford University Press.



Porta Rosa
(4th century BC)

in the ancient Greek town of Elea

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/File:Velia.jpg

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/File:Velia.jpg


Arch of 
Constantine

(dedicated in 315) 
Rome, Italy

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Arch_of_constantine

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/Arch_of_constantine


The Gateway Arch
(May 1968)

St. Louis, Missouri, USA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gateway_arch.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gateway_arch.jpg


not a “picture thing”



or an “online thing”



a human phenomenon

Revolutions

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/
wiki/File:Wall-Street-1.jpg

https://secure.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/wiki/File:Wall-Street-1.jpg


memes mutate
#occupytoronto



memes propagate (flow)
#occupydataran (first Kuala Lumpur; then the world!)



memes can be hosted
Perhaps in somebody’s brain, or perhaps on a 

sheet of paper.



a fabric composed 
from hypermedia tools



@iandennismiller memes flow through the social 
graph!? #utscwiden



Feb 11, 2011 news re: Mubarak. Retweets of #jan25
André Panisson, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2guKJfvq4uI

Revolutions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2guKJfvq4uI


lifelike
spreads like an organism in a petri dish

Slime Mold



viral



521 million views since July, 2012



4.3 million likes

Gangnam Style



(the most “liked” online video in history, so far)



PSY Gangnam Style



500 million viewers



unimpressed astronaut



image macro: pictures and words



Posted by eclipse on February 12, 2004

An image macro is a combination of a picture plus a short catchphrase. 
It is in some ways an advanced form of emoticon (smilie) designed to get 
a poster's point across in a short and to the point manner. In older 
forum incarnations there were a number of default SA macros that 
could be summoned using [img - macro], these included the now 
bannable "timeline" and other classics such as "Aces!" and "Captain 
Obvious to the Rescue!"  
Image macros are somewhat of a double-edge sword, some are hilarious, 
while others are overused and not funny (as was the case with timeline).  
Note: Using a bannable catchphrase as part of a macro is still bannable.

http://forums.somethingawful.com/dictionary.php?act=3&topicid=83

http://forums.somethingawful.com/member.php?action=getinfo&userid=34421
http://forums.somethingawful.com/dictionary.php?act=3&topicid=83


birthday cards
a picture with words



Parents give different 
cards based on who 

their child is
“a method in which greeting cards are used to 
examine how parents communicate with their 

children” (Cacioppo & Andersen, 1981)



cheezburger, inc.
$32 million USD in funding to date

($30 million in 2011, alone)

kitteh



College Freshman Meme



Observation? Joke?



Mutated
as it flows through a social network



Kiritsy was interviewed and 
photographed for an article in 

Reader's Digest about 
technology affecting people's 
everyday lives... "I didn't really 

want my picture taken," Kiritsy 
said. "It was a Wednesday 
afternoon and there were 

literally hundreds of people 
walking around. It went in the 

magazine and I didn't think 
anything of it. It basically just 
stayed there for three years."



Behold!



Person A sees content



Person A predicts what Person B likes



person A shares with person B



Person B thinks about content



accurate
prediction?

no

yes

ignore

re-share

re-share/ignore ratio sufficiently high: “viral”



a meme laboratory

• viral phenomena are interesting

• memes spread virally

• understand memes = understand virality



demo: Memelab

• participant using meme8.com

• meme creation

• sharing interface





Memelab results

• n=118 participants

• 50% had created memes before

• most memes received no hits

• most popular meme received 74 hits



a meme created by one of our participants



cumulative views over 2-month period



frequency of views per meme



predicting “intention to share”



Synchronicity: University Memes

kitteh



search volume: “university memes”



also U of T



timing



The bridge to the simulation



assertion: 
nature can be simulated



complex 

simple rules can give rise to complex and 
unpredictable outcomes

broccoli



empirical 

computation occurs all around us in nature in 
a variety of observable forms

Tibetan mountain range



natural 

Wolfram Rule 110:
“in principle, any calculation or computer can 

be simulated using this automaton.”

“...known to be Turing complete.”

cellular automaton



black and white squares?
cellular automata?



Conway’s “Game of Life”
• underpopulation: dies if 

fewer than 2 neighbours

• thriving: 2 or 3 
neighbours

• overcrowding: dies if 
more than 3 neighbours

• reproduction: a dead cell 
with 3 neighbours comes 
to life



simple rules; complex behaviour
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2vgICfQawE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2vgICfQawE&feature=related


Turing Machine
(yes, it is depicted as using black and white squares)



Alan M. Turing invented:

•the computer

•computer 
science

•artificial 
intelligence



computation you can see



Rule 110 is Turing complete; can compute anything



Envision a computer with a computer inside it 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP5-iIeKXE8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP5-iIeKXE8


think outside the box
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJe9H6qS82I

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJe9H6qS82I


permit computation to be a rather flexible concept
http://www.mi.sanu.ac.rs/vismath/jaynew/index.html

http://www.mi.sanu.ac.rs/vismath/jaynew/index.html


Is that broccoli a fractal supercomputer?



nature can be simulated



This is nature



This is the simulation



deriving a simple rule from the statistical 
analysis.



demo: simulation

• agent-based simulation

• an “experimenter” recruits agents

• each white arrow is a shared meme

• the population of 15,000 represents UTSC



The experimenter



Sharing: an arrow





simulation timeseries



current simulation results, depicted in the most 
generous light



Can pictures of kittens explain 
political revolutions?

with simulations, I think so



Future Directions
• Increasing simulation size.  

Two billion people online, but 
simulation currently maxes out 
around 30,000.

• Different types of memes are 
shared in different ways.  What 
else, aside from image 
macros, fits the bill?

• How else can we explore 
viral phenomena?  What 
methodologies (technical and 
scientific) will assist in this new 
domain.

• Mobile Lab: let’s get outside of 
the basement and conduct 
research where the students 
are (e.g. science wing cubicles, 
library, meeting place, etc)



Thank You
Barry Freeman and Alen Hadzovic, organizers
Prof. Gerald Cupchik, advisor
Prof. George Cree, thesis subsidiary advisor
Prof. Elizabeth Page-Gould
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